CSC meeting
April 10, 2018
Attending: Christian Sawyer, Nancy Nyhus, Carolyn Leahy, Kristy Sawyer
(guest)
Missing: Candace Lewis, Lesley Meyer, community member
Glows: Lion King was awesome. Step Team performed downtown. 6th Grade
ield trip to DU was a resounding success.

Presentation about the revamping of our lunchroom!
Called a ‘Focused Investment’. Bond funds went to 13 schools and
Hamilton has been chosen. It breaks out in pieces, so our work will be in
2020. The funds are somewhat open in that we can use it for what we deem
important: STEAM room, Gym, etc. Our biggest need came as the lunchroom.
We’re getting around $2.4 million of work.
● Process will start next spring. DAG group will come in with an architect
to decide how the funds will be used. Merrill is beginning now. We will
need to begin by organizing a committee who will look into needs and
ideas then get bids for our ideas.
● So far we have spoken to the SGA about ideals for a better cafeteria. We
have looked into furniture. We have spoken with a group that is looking
at doing muraling or something similar to decorate the space.
● Students and adults are, surprisingly, very similar in their wants and
needs: the sound system is old, trash cans are centrally focused, water
fountains don’t ill water bottles, and more.
● One critical part of this is having the school community communicate
what is most important. These people also look into FF&E funds
(furniture and ixtures) This is money that may come separately from
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the 2.4 mil. But we’re only allowed so much. If we spend it all in other
places in the building, it may need to come out of the 2.4 mil when it
comes time to put furniture in the lunchroom.
One of our biggest challenges is to get furniture set up and
done/funded/ordered by the beginning of school in Aug. We need to
scramble because funding with the district changes in the next couple
months.
What can we do to help? What actions do we need to do NOW???
Furniture irst
Painting plan for this summer - designs that would go on the walls
The current mural policy is that it will be painted onto boards and
attached as opposed to directly on the wall that will need to be
painted over.
What do you need us to step up and tell you?
Speci ics!!! Do we want a mural? Is it just a design for the feel of
the space? What colors do we want? What will the uses of the
space be?
First off we need to decide on the furniture. Second we can look
into what we want to do with the walls.
Possibility of using May 17th Multicultural night to introduce this
to parents and try to bring people in to be on the DAG committee.

A look into discipline:
Updates: Hired an RJ rep for 7th grade.
Trauma informed training for all staff
Orange signs to mark 2 min are working well
Hallway incident report forms and sweeps need some updates and
revisions.
Data overlook of last year’s suspension data compared to this year.
Noticeably less ights this year.
Suspensions of Black students has decreased.

The LTM on duty is supposed to work this way:
Teacher calls of ice.
Of ice calls out on radio with student initials, grade level, room number
and teacher in need of assistance.
LTM steps in to try to coordinate help if no response.

